2018 Norski Lacrosse Tournament
General Information and Rules of Play
Matches shall be played according to the latest edition of the Boys’ Rulebook and Badgerland Lacrosse
rules, except where noted.
Windsor Sports Commons is a no dog park. Anyone seen with a dog on the grounds will be asked to
leave.
TOURNAMENT HEADQUARTERS
A headquarters facility will be in the tent at a central location for any questions or issues throughout the
event. Please check in at registration area for any rules inquiries. You may also send questions to
norskilaxclub@gmail.com.
TOURNAMENT REGISTRATION
Either the coach or team manager must check their team in at least 45 minutes before the team’s first
game. All forms are available on our website. Bring a copy of team waivers along with official roster
form. At Check-in, volunteers will verify waivers against team roster on the day of the event.
The following is required at check-in:
 Youth Roster
o Tournament roster of players, including jersey numbers and birthdates.
 Online roster preferred
 Waiver and Release of Liability
o Waiver of Liability form must be signed by each participant (coach and player--or
parent/legal guardian, if under 18 years of age).
 [We expect Coaches to be members of US Lacrosse, licensed, and have a completed background
check]
TEAM CHECK-IN
A minimum of 10 players constitutes a team and if minimum number of players is present, a game may
not be delayed. If sufficient players are not present at the scheduled game time, the game is awarded to
the opponent. Entire team given forfeit (Coach and at least minimum number of players) must check in
with the referee at the field at scheduled game time to receive forfeit. A forfeit is considered a 4-0 win.
No team that has forfeited a game will be declared a group winner, nor will they be awarded any
trophies.
GAME LENGTH
All age groups will play two (2) 22-minute running halves with a five-minute halftime. If
either/conditions dictate, game times and lengths may be adjusted accordingly. Please leave the field as
soon as possible once your game has ended to allow the next game to proceed on schedule. Please keep
the sidelines and bench area clean and free of trash, tape, empty bottles or cups.
TIMEOUTS
Each team will receive one 30 second time out per half during preliminary play. If a team does not
return in a prompt manner, they will either lose possession of the ball or be assessed a delay of game
penalty.
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PENALTIES
Penalty time should be time and a half for running time and the penalty will begin on the whistle.
OVERTIME
In preliminary play, games tied after regulation shall remain a tie; no overtime. Semis and Finals that are
tied after regulation play shall be decided by playing through 3 minute overtime period. If still a tie, a
shootout shall determine the win.
GOAL RULE:
Each team will have 30 seconds to line up for a face off after a goal, or the referee has the ability to
award possession to the other team.
JERSEY, EQUIPMENT & SPECTATORS
 Must have helmet, mouth guard, shoulder pads, elbow pads, gloves, protective cup and goalie must
have neck protector.
 In the case of color conflict, the Home Team shall be required to change jerseys. The team listed first
in the tournament bracket is the Home Team.
 Each team should have matching jerseys/pinnies and each player must be uniquely numbered.
 There will be no stick checks unless requested by the opposing coach. If the stick is found to be
legal, the challenging team will be assessed a delay of the game technical foul. If the stick is not
legal, the appropriate penalty will be assessed.
 Soft casts are permissible with the approval of the referee prior to the game. Hard casts are not
acceptable unless they can be wrapped adequately with a soft material and approved by the referee.
 Players and coaches from both teams shall locate on one side of the playing field, and Spectators
shall congregate on the opposite side. No spectators may sit with the players.
PLAYER & COACH CONDUCT
 A player may only play for one team. Teams found in violation of this rule will forfeit any games in
which the player is known to have competed and forfeit the opportunity to advance/play for the
championship. (Ask Jeremy on how to word this… allow for injury movement)
 Players may be cautioned and sent off for the remainder of the game. Any player who has been sent
off for the second time in the tournament shall not be allowed to participate in the remainder of the
tournament.
 Coaches, assistants, managers, fans etc. may be verbally warned for conduct or actions detrimental
to the game. If they persist they will be instructed to remove themselves from sight and sounds of the
field of play. Those removed from the field of play will not be allowed to attend or participate in the
next game played. Those removed a second time will not be allowed to return for the remainder of
the tournament. Lack of compliance will result in the referee abandoning the game resulting in a
forfeit for the offending team.
 No noisemakers will be allowed at any field (horns, whistles, sirens, cow bells etc.) Offenders will
be asked to leave the field.
The following are grounds for disqualification:
 Use of illegal players: The players listed on the roster at the time the roster is submitted are the only
players allowed to play.
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 False Information: Information provided to the tournament administration in tournament
documents is collected in good faith; any false information provided is grounds for disqualification.
 Unnecessary vulgarity, violence or abrasive conduct: Good sportsmanship and Spirit of the Game
are expected. Tournament Directors reserve the right to immediately terminate a game and/or escort
a player, coach, spectator or team from the premises.
SCORE/TIME KEEPER:
Teams are expected to provide a score/time keeper.
REPORTING SCORES
Scores will be recorded on a sheet at the score table. Refs and coaches sign the score sheet following
game to verify. Scores are reported to the Headquarters by the field marshals following each game.
Scores will be made available online via Tourney Machine software.
DIVISION PLAY AND STANDINGS
Depending on division size, championship games may be played.
Division standings, leading to the Championship round of play, shall be determined according to the
following:
1) Highest number of points accumulated with two points for a win, one point for a tie, and zero
points for a loss or forfeit. A forfeit is recorded as a 4-0 win to the receiving team.
2) In event of a two-way tie in point standings, advancement to the championship round of play is
determined by:
a. Winner of head-to-head competition.
b. Team with most wins.
c. Highest goal differential (up to a maximum of six per game).
d. Fewest number of goals allowed
e. Coin Toss
3) In the event of a three-way tie in point standings, advancement to the Championship round of
play is determined by starting with b2) above and progress until a point of differentiation is
identified:
a. If the differentiation shows one of the teams better than the other two, that team is
determined the bracket winner. The remaining two teams restart the whole process again
at step b1) above to determine 2nd and 3rd.
b. If the differentiation shows one of the teams worse than the other two, that team is
determined to finish 3rd. The remaining two teams restart the whole process again at step
b1) above to determine 1st and 2nd.
4) In the event that full game cancellations occur and rescheduling is not possible, and the game
cancellation creates a situation where teams within the same division are unable to play an equal
number of qualifying games, the group winner will be determined on the basis of average points
per game played, followed by the normal tie-breaking procedure, if necessary.
TEAM AWARDS
Individual awards for up to 25 players and coaches will be awarded for both 1st and 2nd place.
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PROTESTS
Judgment calls by the referees are final, and may NOT be contested. No protests will be accepted and
the tournament official's decisions will be final.
CONCESSIONS:
We will have concessions available all day, so please, no carry-ins as they help us keep the
tournament fees reasonable.
WEATHER/EMERGENCY ACTION PLAN
The Tournament Director, the Game Official assignor, and at least one other tournament committee
member, initiate weather condition and/or emergency related scheduling changes. Field marshals and
other committee members have radios for communicating quickly to those on the fields about any
actions that need to be taken. Emails and text messages will also be sent out through the tournament
registration/scheduling system to all team contacts. A lightning detector is on site for early warning.
The tournament reserves the right to reduce games times and terminate games as necessary due to
adverse weather and field conditions. It is the responsibility of each coach to check Tournament
Headquarters for any rescheduling information. Note: If necessary, subsequent game lengths may be
shortened to allow the majority of teams to play as many of their scheduled games as possible. If the
first half has not been completed and the game is stopped, every effort will be made to complete the
game, or play to completion of at least the first half and record the score as final. However, in the event
that first half completion or rescheduling is not possible because of weather conditions, results will be
decided as follows:
a) Team up by 3 goals or more shall be awarded a win.
b) Score difference of 2 or less will be scored as a tie.
Games called during the second half are considered complete and will be scored according to the score
at the time the game is called.
Should it be necessary for a game be canceled in its entirety, but a result is necessary to determine
progression (i.e.,semifinals), the game will be decided by a coin flip with the Home team calling the
toss.
If thunder or lightning is observed at any location play will be suspended immediately and players and
fans will be asked to leave the field. Play will be allowed to resume 30 minutes after the last sound of
thunder or sighting of lightning is observed.
REFUNDS
In the event that the tournament cannot be held for any reason, fees shall be returned to the teams less
$50 per team. Once a team is included on the tournament schedule, no refund will be granted. The
Norski Lacrosse Club will not be responsible for any expenses incurred by any team in the event games
are discontinued or canceled due to inclement weather or adverse field conditions.
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